Fringed Scarf
Materials:

Store model made from
§ Xanadu from Elizabeth Austen (1 ball) or
try Firecracker from Collinette
§ Midas Touch from FFF(1 ball) or try Eros
Glitz from Plymouth
§ Must from Needful Yarns (1 ball) or try
any thin ribbon yarn

Needle Size:
Gauge:
Size:

Size 19
Loose
The knitted scarf is approximately 60” long
before fringing. It will become shorter when
fringed. See the store model which is
approximately 30”.

Directions:
With all three strands held together, loosely cast on
11 stitches.
Row 1: Knit
Row 2: Knit 3, purl 5, knit 3
Repeat above two rows until desired length. (Note: Before fringing the scarf will have 3 sts of garter on each side
of 5 sts of stockingnette.)
Last Row: Knit 3, bind off 4 middle stitches. There will be 3 unworked stitches remaining on the lefthand needle
and 4 stitches (3sts from the garter edge and last live stitch from the center 5) on right hand needle. Slip the last
stitch off the righthand needle, cut all yarns and draw them through this last stitch.
Do not pull the stitches off the right needle. With that in mind and with work (scarf) laying flat on a surface, pull
needle out of the 3 unworked stitches remaining on the lefthand needle. Take a deep breath……undo the last 2
rows (along the lengthwise side of the scarf) that were knit with these 3 stitches and a long loop will form. Secure
the loop by tying an overhand knot with all the yarns at the base of the loop. Continue in this manner along the left
side until the end has been reached. At the base, tie the last and second to the last loops together.
3 sts  start fringe here
5 sts
3 sts

Knitted Lengthwise
Now make the loops, in the same manner as the left, on the 3 remaining stitches on the right hand
needle.
Hurray…..you now have a workofart scarf.
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